
 

You may be wondering what the point is to download a dub of a dubbed show when you can just follow along with your native English speaking friend. But, it's hard to explain the feeling of watching something in its original language, especially when you've never seen it before. It can also help you get into the show and fall in love with it much faster than if you were just sitting there reading subtitles.
It's like watching the subbed version is you're reading it with subtitles, but hearing it in English with actual emotion (or no emotion) behind the words makes watching an anime so much more immersive. The entire show can be found on Youtube. On youtube, episodes are sorted by episode number and subbed. Then another channel has done the hard work for you and compiled all 100 episodes by file
number order.  http://www.youtube.com/user/HaloTsukishima

  The entire episodes of Chrome Shelled Regios can be downloaded using torrents or using magnet links are located on your favorite bittorrent client below but first I'd advise you to check out the show first. The original website for Chrome Shelled Regios is dead, so a copy can be found at archive.org http://www.archive.org/details/chrome_shelled_regios Chrome Shelled Regios is a Abridged Series
of the Manga of the same title by Naoko Takano. The manga is written by Naoko Takano, drawn by Norihiro Yagi, and illustrated by Chizuru Takahashi. Chrome Shelled Regios is an English Dub which means the translators took the original names of characters. It is not dubbed in Japanese style of naming characters like Edward or Jonathan (Edward and Jonathan in English) but rather English style
names like Jeremy (Jeremy in Japanese). Also, I have included a link to all the information so you can see what each character's name was in Japanese and how they were named when they were shown after being renamed from Japanese to English. It's not the same person being shown, but rather a different close effigy of that character. If you have any other questions, please feel free to get in contact
with me via email at your convenience. I wish you all a wonderful time watching this show and get involved with it. Below are links for episodes 1-100 in English with all their original Voice Actors and what season they were in. They also have a link for episodes 101-200 which has all the original voice actors speaking in their English dubs, but what season they were speaking in is unknown to me as
the creator of this project didn't offer that information on his or her Facebook page or website.
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